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CANADIANS SET U-BOAT ON FIRE

Flames and smoke leaped from the conning-tower of a U-boat when it was attacked

in the Bay of Biscay by the crew of a Wellington aircraft of the R.A.F. Coastal

Command, making their first flight against the enemy,

The captain was Sergeant A.S.Hakala, Sioux Lookout, Ontario, and his second

pilot was Sergeant J.J.Turnbull, St. Albert, Alberta, The remainder of the crew

were British,

The Wellington was on one of the numerous and ceaseless patrols to seek out and

destroy enemy submarines which R.A.F. and Allied squadrons are conducting with

enthusiasm, determination, and much success.

"The submarine saw us first," said Sgt. Hakala, "and we arrived just as it was

diving. But, it was the submarine that was late. Our bombs exploded just ahead

of the periscope- feather. It was "some" explosion," first

Sgts. Hakala and Turnbull, eagerly peering down at the seat for the sight of their/
submarine, caught the merest glimpse of the conning-tower as it was disappearing
beneath the waves.

Following the explosion, the U-boat rose again, until the conning-'tower and part

of the hull were awash.

It was the Wellington crow’s second opportunity* Sgt. Hakala swooped across

it, low down, and his rear-gunner fired many rounds from his machine-guns. He aimed

at the vulnerable parts of the hill and conning-tower.

"To my surprise and joy," Sgt, Hakala said afterwards, "flames and smoke poured

from the conning- tower. The bombs must have started it,but I hope the bullets

helped.

"At any rate, the fire continued for 25 minutes - a long time in the confined

space of a -submarine - while we circled and watched, trying to imagine what was

going on inside,"

At one time, the flames died array. It seemed as if the crew had thorn under

control* But a few minutes later they broke out again, as vigorously as ever. They

wore still burning when Sgt, Hakala and his crow lost sight of the submarine in the

thickening mist*

HUNDRED-TO-ONE CHANGE COKES OFF

On his first trip as captain of an aircraft, a Czech Sergeant-Pilot of a

Coastal Command Wellington squadron sighted a German U-boat in the Bay of Biscay and

damaged it seriously.

It was the hundred-to-one chance which came off, for many Coastal Command crows

have flown hundreds of hours without the luck to find a Nazi submarine.

"We managed to make a surprise attack while the submarine was still on the

surface," said the sergeant, "As we went in, our gunners opened fire and the
submarine replied with cannon from near the conning-tower�"

But a stick of bombs from the Wellington put an end to the gun dual. The bombs

burst across the U-boat’s bows, and although it tried to dive to avoid

attack, the damage it had suffered forced it back on to the surface, For a time,

it lay motionless, with the coming-tower awash. Oil poured on to the sea,, and

largo air bubbles rose to the surface.

While the Czechs flaw low over the submarine, they saw" it gradually

beneath the surface again, but apparently unable to make way. Tee oil and air

bubbles continual for a further 15 minutes and were still there when the lack of

petrol forced the Wellington to set course for home.


